DRS has no comment. Thank you!

Best,

Makenzie

On May 14, 2021, at 2:40 PM, Policy, CRT (CRT) wrote:

DRS and VOT –

Please find attached, for your review, a NIST RFI on Promoting Access to Voting. For your convenience, OLP also attached a copy of EO 14019.

Summary: As directed by (b) (5) DPP

(b) (5) DPP
Deadline and format: Please provide comments in redline to POL by 11:00 a.m. on Monday, May 17th.

Thank you,
Josh

Joshua Douglas
Legislative and Policy Analyst
Policy and Strategy Section
Civil Rights Division, U.S. Department of Justice
150 M Street, NE
Washington, D.C. 20002

(b) (6)

From: Hinchman, Robert (OLP)
Sent: Friday, May 14, 2021 3:04 PM
To: policy, civil (CIV) [b] (6) Foran, Sheila (CRT) [b] (6) 
Cc: Colangelo, Matthew (OASG) [b] (6) Gormsen, Eric T (OLP)
(b) (6) Hyun, Peter (OASG) [b] (6) Jones, Kevin R (OLP)
(b) (6) Noll, Andrew (ODAG) [b] (6) OLPREGS (SMO)
(b) (6) Sooknanan, Sparkle (OASG) [b] (6) Wilson, Ashley (OASG)
(b) (6) Thompson, Karl (ODAG) [b] (6) Visser, Tim (OAG) [b] (6)
(b) (6) Davies, Susan M. (OLP) [b] (6) Ruisanchez, Alberto (OASG)

Subject: INITIAL CIRCULATION (XRN 0693-XC109) - DUE TO OLP COB MON. MAY 17 - XR NIST RFI on Promoting Access to Voting (implements EO 14019)

TO: CIV - Michael Baer, Dennis Fan, Policy Mailbox
CRT - Sheila Foran, Policy Mailbox

cc: OAG - Tim Visser
ODAG - Andrew Noll, Karl Thompson, Myesha Braden
OASG - Peter Hyun, Sparkle Sooknanan, Matthew Colangelo, Ashley Wilson, Alberto Ruisanchez
OLP - Kevin R. Jones, Susan Davies, Susan Inman, Eric Gormsen, OLP Regs

In order to meet OMB’s deadline of COB, Wed. May 19, and allow 48 hours for review by the Leadership Offices, would you please send me any comments you have on the attached NIST RFI on Promoting Access to Voting by 5:00 P.M. MONDAY, MAY 17.

As directed by (b) (5) DPP

(b) (5) DPP

For your convenience, I've also attached a copy of EO 14019.

Thanks.
From: "Seehra, Jasmeet K. EOP/OMB"  
Date: May 13, 2021 at 6:33:10 PM EDT  
To: "Hinchman, Robert (OLP)"  
"Gormsen, Eric T (OLP)"  
"Toppings, Patricia L CIV OSD ODAM (USA)"  
"Peckham, Yvonne M"  
"Kottmyer, Alice M"  
Review Mailbox  
DHSOGCRegulations  
"Hickman, Stephen D."  
"Stanley, Alexys"  
"Lipsky, Faye"  
"OS HHSExecSec"  
"DOLRegPolicy"  
"Conrey, Martin S."  
"Heidi.Cohen@ (b) (6)"  
"Burton, Vanessa"  
"Interior Reg Mailbox"  
"00REG OMB Requests"  
"Mahaffie, Lynn"  
"Jones, Kevin R (OLP)"  
Cc: "Seehra, Jasmeet K. EOP/OMB"  
"Hunt, Alex T. EOP/OMB"  
"Boland, Amira C. EOP/OMB"  
"Curtis, Tyler T. EOP/OMB"  
"Nye, Joseph B. EOP/OMB"  
Clark, Michael C. EOP/OMB"  
Turner, Austin F. EOP/OMB"  
Burris, Jordan C. EOP/OMB"  
Subject: For Comment by COB on May 19th -- NIST RFI on Promoting Access to Voting (implements EO 14019) (XRIN 0693-XC109)

Please see the attached file for a Request for Information titled Promoting Access to Voting. As directed by DPP

If I do not hear from you by COB on the 19th I will assume your agency clears with no comment.

Thank you.
Bob,

No comments from CRT on the NIST RFI on Promoting Access to Voting.

Angela

Angela E. Washington (she/her/hers)
Legislative & Policy Analyst
Policy & Strategy Section
U.S. Department of Justice – Civil Rights Division

(b) (6)
From: Policy, CRT (CRT) [mailto:EXCHANGE@LABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDI@BOHF23SPD)l/cn=RECIPIENTS/cn=28FAF9790AD4462871C50C2A035534-_MB_CRTPOLI]
Sent: 5/14/2021 7:40:38 PM
To: Bond, Rebecca (CRT) [mailto:ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDI@BOHF23SPD)l/cn=Recipients/cn=df2a6f3ca6a4c40a545243afe69eca7-rgbond]; Galindo-Walsh, Christina (CRT)
(FYDI@BOHF23SPD)l/cn=Recipients/cn=c286574b7f8148dbac63f526d6c1e7c-galindo]; Kirkendall, Roberta (CRT)
(FYDI@BOHF23SPD)l/cn=Recipients/cn=8e6b55ddbb95e41ca9f1aff6556c2f0d0-frkirkend]; Stuard, Makenzie (CRT)
(FYDI@BOHF23SPD)l/cn=Recipients/cn=50e8b0e0c1d3346709b98ea58eb385ed-mstuard]; Wolfe, Kathleen (CRT)
(FYDI@BOHF23SPD)l/cn=Recipients/cn=91b7e1dbea9479b8cfbe4434bc6aa86-kwolfe]; Young, Anna (CRT)
(FYDI@BOHF23SPD)l/cn=Recipients/cn=1a62a827b3a047e3af827262ae5b32db-youngany]; Herren, Chris (CRT)
(FYDI@BOHF23SPD)l/cn=Recipients/cn=6b495247c2ed4f07979e95ae9a522c62-cherren]; Wertz, Rebecca J (CRT)
(FYDI@BOHF23SPD)l/cn=Recipients/cn=ecc0985ac41b49139835964b4d3a274-bwertz]

CC: Policy, CRT (CRT) [mailto:ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDI@BOHF23SPD)l/cn=Recipients/cn=28fa9790ad4462871c30c2a0335534-_MB_CRTPOLI]; Foran, Sheila (CRT)
(FYDI@BOHF23SPD)l/cn=Recipients/cn=5889003141e4519b3c1b62b39077-soforan]; Stevens, Karen L (CRT)
(FYDI@BOHF23SPD)l/cn=Recipients/cn=5a9c89af5c4a04a6b56e34a8d01e-kstevens]; Simons, Shaheena (CRT)
(FYDI@BOHF23SPD)l/cn=Recipients/cn=edc88af4ec3842ac0c9d36322a43d9-ssimons]; Valderrama, Hillary (CRT)
(FYDI@BOHF23SPD)l/cn=Recipients/cn=7af4cc8165954395862b1f392b09f-valderrama]

Subject: Section Review (DUE 5/17/11AM): INITIAL CIRCULATION (XRIN 0693-XC109) - DUE TO OLP COB MON.
MAY 17 - XR NIST RFI on Promoting Access to Voting (implements EO 14019)


DRS and VOT –

Please find attached, for your review, a NIST RFI on Promoting Access to Voting. For your convenience, OLP also
tached a copy of EO 14019.

Summary: As directed by [b] (5) DPP

(b) (5) DPP

Deadline and format: Please provide comments in redline to POL by 11:00 a.m. on Monday, May 17th.

Thank you,
Josh

Joshua Douglas
Legislative and Policy Analyst
Policy and Strategy Section
Civil Rights Division, U.S. Department of Justice
150 M Street, NE

P.0030
Duplicative Material
Duplicative Material
Good afternoon,

We can “no comment” this.

Thank you!
Hillary

---

Hillary and Shaheena,

Confirming that we did not receive comments on the attached NIST RFI on Promoting Access to Voting. Comments are due by 5:00 p.m., today.

Angela
Please find attached, for your review, a NIST RFI on Promoting Access to Voting. For your convenience, OLP also attached a copy of EO 14019.

**Summary:** As directed by *(b) (5) DPP* *(b) (5) DPP*

**Deadline and format:** Please provide comments in redline to POL by **11:00 a.m. on Monday, May 17th.**

Thank you,

Josh

Joshua Douglas  
Legislative and Policy Analyst  
Policy and Strategy Section  
Civil Rights Division, U.S. Department of Justice  
150 M Street, NE  
Washington, D.C. 20002

*(b) (6)*

Duplicative Material
Duplicative Material